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Philips Consumer Luminaires

Simply enhancing life
with light
At Philips Consumer Lighting we take the lead in creating
innovative lighting solutions that beautify and inspire while
empowering people to simply create the right atmosphere
at home.

Being at the epicentre of the LED revolution, we enable
people to experience lighting in a totally new way and
we are leading the transition from bulbs to luminaires, to
solutions and applications.

We enhance life with light by:
• Enabling people to see better, ensuring that they can do what they
need to do wherever they are in the home
• Helping consumers to save energy and protect the planet
• Offering a wide range of decorative luminaires allowing everybody to
express their style and personality
• Providing flexible and controllable ambience solutions that allow
people to be creative with light and compose modern effects, colours
and shades of light
• Assisting consumers in their purchase by clearly explaining and
illustrating what light can do

All our propositions are easy to use and inspire people
to create the right atmosphere at home. The right light
and atmosphere is what makes a home more beautiful and
functional. We call it simply enhancing life with light!

Philips Consumer Luminaires
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LivingAmbiance
Create the light for the moment

LivingAmbiance
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Create the light
for the moment

So what’s happening at your place today? Are you going to be
relaxing, socialising, or maybe even getting romantic? Whatever you’ve
got planned, just imagine being able to choose from an endless variety
of ways to light up your home to match the moment!

Why not add a seductive, rosy glow over the table for a special
dinner with your partner? Imagine how creating pools of warm, white
lighting could make an evening with friends feel even cosier. And
wouldn’t it be great to be able to brighten up a dark winter day by
splashing your walls with a golden-yellow glow? With LivingAmbiance,
you can create any ambience you want in white and coloured light at
the touch of a button.
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LivingAmbiance

All of the LivingAmbiance products work together via the same
intuitive remote control, with which you can dim or change the colour
of your lights – individually or together – in any combination you
please. You can even store up to three of your favourite settings, so
you can call them up with one touch of the button. The moments of
your life have never been illuminated like this before!

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingWhites
Dimmable
energy saver

LivingWhites
Luminaire
Control Plug
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LivingAmbiance

LivingAmbiance
Luminaires

LivingColors
Gen2

LivingColors
Gen2

LivingColors
Gen2
Luminaires
LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

Stylish magenta and dim warm white for when friends

LivingAmbiance

come round for a drink. Dreamy blue and bright white

Luminaires

for reading alone. A lively dash of pink for the little one’s
birthday party. With LivingAmbiance luminaires, you
can bathe your home in an endless range of colours,
combined with exactly the amount of white light you want.
LivingAmbiance luminaires are available as stylish table, floor
and ceiling lamps.
• 16 million colours and any shade of white light
• High-quality dimmable white light
• Create and store 3 favourite lighting scenes
• Adjust coloured and white light separately or together
• Control this and other LivingAmbiance products with
one remote

69161/60/PH
up to 1000
500
500
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 60W

69162/60/PH
69162/60/PU (UK)

69163/60/PH
69163/60/PU (UK)

404
370
370
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 30W

1742
500
500
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 60W

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingAmbiance
Luminaires

69161/31/PH
up to 1000
500
500
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 60W

69162/31/PH
69162/31/PU (UK)

69163/31/PH
69163/31/PU (UK)

404
370
370
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 30W

1742
500
500
1 x High Power LED - 2 x GY6,35
1x 15W - 2 x 60W

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

Bright sunshine yellow when it’s grey outside. A pale leaf-

LivingColors

green to relax you. Touch the colour ring and LivingColors

Generation 2

lights up your world in any shade you choose, from
soothing pastel shades to rich, intense colours. With
LivingColors, you can explore light in ways you never
thought possible – simply adjust it to match your mood and
enjoy!
• 16 million colours and any shade of white light
• Create and store 3 favourite lighting scenes
• Control this and other Philips LivingAmbiance products
with one remote

69166/60/PH
69166/60/PU (UK)

69166/65/PH
69166/65/PU (UK)

94
94
210
High Power LED
15W

94
94
210
High Power LED
15W

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingColors
Generation 2

69171/55/PH new
69143/55/PH

69171/55/PU (UK) new
69143/55/PU (UK)

69171/67/PH new
69143/87/PH

69171/67/PU (UK) new
69143/87/PU (UK)

69171/93/PH new
69143/67/PH

69171/93/PU (UK) new
69143/67/PU (UK)

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

SmartLink logo on the box = works with other SmartLink products

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingColors
Generation 2

69171/30/PH new
69143/65/PH

69171/30/PU (UK) new
69143/65/PU (UK)

69171/60/PH new
69143/60/PH

69171/60/PU (UK) new
69143/60/PU (UK)

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

177
190
190
High Power LED
15W

SmartLink logo on the box = works with other SmartLink products

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingColors

Flood a wall with warm yellows to drive away the winter.

Generation 2
Luminaires

Or create a purple glow to unwind. Philips LivingColors
luminaires rotate, twist and extend so you can direct light
wherever you want it to suit your mood or occasion.
• 16 million colours and any shade of white light
• Create and store 3 favourite lighting scenes
• Control this and other Philips LivingAmbiance
products with one remote
• Adjustable beam angle and length

69172/48/PH new
69146/48/PH

69173/48/PH new
69149/48/PH

69175/48/PH new
69148/48/PH

69175/48/PU (UK) new
69148/48/PU (UK)

69176/48/PH new
69147/48/PH

69176/48/PU (UK) new
69147/48/PU (UK)

1145
390 165
High Power LED
15W

272
560
152
High Power LED
15W

1973
330
High Power LED
15W

1973
330
High Power LED
15W

1200
270
High Power LED
15W

1200
270
High Power LED
15W

330

SmartLink logo on the box = works with other SmartLink products

330

270

270

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

LivingColors
Generation 2
Luminaires

69172/30/PH new
69146/30/PH

69173/30/PH new
69149/30/PH

69175/30/PH new
69148/30/PH

69175/30/PU (UK) new
69148/30/PU (UK)

69176/30/PH new
69147/30/PH

69176/30/PU (UK) new
69147/30/PU (UK)

1145
390
High Power LED
15W

272
560
152
High Power LED
15W

1973
330
High Power LED
15W

1973
330
High Power LED
15W

1200
270
High Power LED
15W

1200
270
High Power LED
15W

165

330

SmartLink logo on the box = works with other SmartLink products

330

270

270

LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance
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LivingAmbiance

69165/31/PH

69165/31/PF (F )

69165/31/PU (UK)

91
70
up to 300W

91
70
up to 300W

91
70
up to 300W

58

58

58

LivingWhites

Bright white light for reading. A softer, warmer tint for

Luminaire Control plug &
Energy savers

playing games with the kids. A dim, atmospheric glow for
watching a movie. You don’t have to change your existing
luminaires to bring LivingAmbiance into your home.
Simply replace your current bulbs with LivingWhites, or
add a LivingWhites luminaire control plug, and your own
luminaires will work seamlessly together with other Philips
LivingAmbiance products.
LivingWhites energy savers:
• Adjust each light individually or in any combination
• Create and store 3 favourite lighting scenes
• Control this and other Philips LivingAmbiance products
with one remote
• Dimmable with Philips LivingAmbiance remote control
• Best in class dimmable Energy Saver

LivingWhites plug:
• Connect any white light luminaire to a LivingAmbiance
remote control
• Dim your white light lamp with the remote
(for dimmable bulbs only)

92618/70/0
130
61
E27
2x 20W

61

92620/00/0 (UK)

92626/20/0

130
61
B22
2x 20W

130
E27
20W

61

61

61

92628/60/0 (UK)

92622/40/0

130
B22
20W

124
E27
15W

61

61

61

92624/80/0 (UK)
61

124
B22
15W

61

61

LivingAmbiance
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LivingColors Mini
Colour me chic

LivingColors Mini
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LivingColors Mini

A flash of fuchsia. A flood of violet. A glowing orange

LivingColors Mini

sunset. Dial up today’s favourite on the rainbow colour

special edition

wheel and create an ambience to reflect your mood. Or let
LivingColors Mini change colours automatically – you can
adjust the speed to suit your occasion.
• 256 colours possible
• Long-lasting high-power LED
• Adjustable speed of automatic colour changing

69150/11/PH
69150/11/PU (UK)

69150/91/PH
69150/91/PU (UK)

150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

LivingColors Mini
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LivingColors Mini

LivingColors Mini

LivingColors Mini lets you adjust the light and create the
atmosphere that best suits your mood and occasion. Simply
by using the intuitive, touch-sensitive colour wheel on the
lamp, you can select one of 256 different colours to create
a new atmosphere and bathe your home in truly personal
colours whenever you want.
• 256 colours possible
• Long lasting high-power LED
• Automatic colour changing

69150/04/PH
150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

69150/14/PH
69150/14/PU (UK)

69150/30/PH
69150/30/PU (UK)

69150/31/PH
69150/31/PU (UK)

150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

150
150
150
High Power LED
7,5W

LivingColors Mini
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ARCITONE
Express yourself with light
Unique light forms, inspired by architecture

ARCITONE
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The highest standard of
architectural design
and technology
in a single lighting range

Arcitone is unique contemporary lighting built to uncompromising
standards of design with state of the art technology. Inspired by the
bold, minimalist lines of architectural aesthetics and incorporating
the latest lighting innovations such as the elegant anti-glare LED
disc, Arcitone is a unique statement of design with unparalleled
performance.
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ARCITONE

Arcitone opens up the world of homes to architectural
style. Its sleek, streamlined shapes and clean, defined lines
are simplicity itself. Arcitone’s flawless forms offer exacting
standards of professional finish, without so much as a
blemish or visible screw to spoil the premium look.

ARCITONE
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Arcitone’s advanced features include High PowerLED, which offers high
light output yet from long lasting energy efficient LEDs, plus the latest
innovation in LED lighting: a flat anti-glare LED disk. This is a stunning
array of six high output LEDs mounted on a gorgeous ultra-thin disk.
With these state of the art features, Arcitone is the first lighting range
to bring innovation and architectural design to ambience lighting.
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ARCITONE

Arcitone is powered by the sustainable energy efficient technologies
EcoHalogen and High PowerLED. These energy saving light sources
are long lasting and save up to 80% over conventional lighting, saving
energy and helping the planet as well.

Arcitone’s iconic look matches contemporary environments perfectly,
making light an essential feature of interior design. Its extraordinary
light forms incorporate a palette of sophisticated colours, premium
materials and elegant designs, all readily available to mix and match in
stylish interiors. Essential and elegant, Arcitone reveals the beauty of
light, enhancing the experience of home illumination and design.

ARCITONE
Unique look and feel, simple designs
and expressive lines
Powered by advanced light sources
Beautiful warm white light effects
Dimmable for the right ambience

ARCITONE
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Lighting the imagination. Imagine a disc of light that’s so
wafer thin it’s almost as if the light comes out of thin air.
That’s the effect of the new ultra flat anti-glare LED disc in
these ceiling spots. And its extremely thin lines make it a
compact fixture too.
• Warm white light and strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Anti-glare directional light sources
• Eye-catching assymetrical shape

Anti-glare LED disc – experience the
wonder of light from thin air with this array
of six high-output LEDs mounted on an
articulated slimline disc.
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ARCITONE

57936/31/16

57937/31/16

50 273
LedDisc
1 x 15W

50 460
LedDisc
2 x 15W

197

207

ARCITONE
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The simplicity of genius. Elegantly simple, yet distinctively
eye catching, this thin white strip of aluminium houses an
energy-saving tube light. A classic of pure industrial design
and proof that the best ideas are sometimes the simplest.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Eye-catching assymetrical shape
• Up and down light effect
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ARCITONE

33607/31/16
117 827
TL5
1 x 14W

65

ARCITONE
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The magic box. A simple sturdy square module finished
in white and brushed aluminium. Available with two or
four High PowerLED cardanic spots made from diecast
aluminium, it offers presence and power in a minimalist
surround.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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ARCITONE

57985/31/16

57985/48/16

57986/31/16

57986/48/16

70 273 148
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

70 273 148
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

75 278 273
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

75 278 273
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

ARCITONE
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Cardanic design. Comprising two pivoting mobile
rings encompassing a trio of High PowerLEDs, these flat
surface-mounted cardanic spots can be positioned in any
direction. The exposed interior exudes power and precision,
suggesting an industrial turbine.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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ARCITONE

57928/31/16

57929/31/16

102 248 211
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

102 248 211
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

ARCITONE
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ARCITONE

57928/48/16

57929/48/16

102 248 211
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

102 248 211
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

ARCITONE
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Ultra-thin minimalism. Ultra thin and perfect in every
detail, this LED powered up and down wall light and long
pendant finished in brushed aluminium are masterpieces of
minimalist design.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light level with dimmer switch
• Up and down light effect (33606)
• Adjustable height (40603)
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ARCITONE

33606/48/16
33606/48/96 (NL-Nordic)

40603/48/16

191 92 70
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

2500 979 80
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

ARCITONE
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A beam of pure halogen. For those who aspire to the powerful
spotlighting used in shops and exhibitions, a smart family of wide
aperture surface-mounted flat disc lights. Each features an extra large
moveable light head that casts a powerful halogen beam.
• High light quality with Philips Ecohalogen lamps included
• Rotates freely in any direction
• Adjustable light tone with dimmer switch
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ARCITONE

57981/31/16
101 141
ML111
1 x 30W

57982/31/16
141

101 281
ML111
2 x 30W

57984/31/16
141

101 881
ML111
4 x 30W

141

ARCITONE
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ARCITONE

57981/48/16
101 141
ML111
1 x 30W

57982/48/16
141

101 281
ML111
2 x 30W

57984/48/16
141

101 881
ML111
4 x 30W

141

ARCITONE
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The white cube. A chunky white cube with rounded edges
shaped from a heavy duty slab of pure white aluminium.
Inside is a warm white eco-halogen lamp that can be
repositioned to direct the beam of light. As solid as a rock,
with quality of light to match.
• High light quality with Philips Ecohalogen lamps included
• Adjustable light tone with dimmer switch
• Directional light sources
• On/off switch on article (33605)
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ARCITONE

30604/31/16
115 144
GU10
1 x 35W

33605/31/16
33605/31/96 (NL-Nordic)

30605/31/16
92

115 234
GU10
2 x 35W

92

200 93
GU10
2 x 35W

125

ARCITONE
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Cylinders of pure class.These flawless aluminium cylinders
are clean and classy. Each encases a hidden eco-halogen
that casts a pure beam of warm white light. Simple and
bold in design, with more than a touch of industrial chic.
• High light quality with Philips Ecohalogen lamps included
• Adjustable light tone with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height
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ARCITONE

40607/31/16
2500 123
ML111
1 x 30W

40608/31/16
123

2500 1090
ML111
3 x 30W

123

ARCITONE
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• High light quality with Philips Ecohalogen lamps included
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• On/off switch on article (57990)
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ARCITONE

57990/31/16
57990/31/96 (NL-Nordic)

57992/31/16

124 72
GU10
1 x 35W

122 210
GU10
2 x 35W

122

57994/31/16
72

122 580
GU10
4 x 35W

72

ARCITONE
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Arcitone

57990/48/16
57990/48/96 (NL-Nordic)

57992/48/16

124 72
GU10
1 x 35W

122 210
GU10
2 x 35W

122

57994/48/16
72

122 580
GU10
4 x 35W

72

Arcitone
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Ledino
Giving light a new experience
Elegant design meets innovative technology

Ledino
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Can you imagine a light
that looks and feels gentle
and welcoming
Imagine a light that looks and feels gentle and welcoming. A
comfortable light with an ambience so natural that it makes you feel
right at home.

Imagine revolutionary lighting design so minimalist and versatile that
you can use it in your home in radical new ways, yet so stylish and
contemporary you’ll want to make it the centrepiece of your interior.

Imagine a light source that’s energy efficient and long lasting for up
to 20.000 hours, so you never need to worry about changing a bulb
again.

Philips Ledino is a complete range of indoor lighting using advanced state of the
art LED technology. It’s a light with a minimalist essence that defies traditional
boundaries, creating light and light forms of inspiring purity and beauty.
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Ledino

“Imagine revolutionary lighting design
so minimalist and versatile that you
can use it in your home in radical
new ways.”

Ledino
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Innovative design
combined with
a new technology
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Ledino

Ledino
Contemporary LED lamp collection
Beautiful warm white light, instantly on

Light up your home with warm white light effects thanks to
the latest
innovation
Philips introduces the latest generation of warm white light high power

Dimmable for the right ambiance
LED innovation, saving up to 80% energy

s, reaching a colour temperature of 2700 Kelvin. This innovation
brings our luminaires to the next level, allowing you to combine
elegance and ambience creation with light and energy efficiency.

Tunable white
light
Philips introduces the new manual tunable white light feature in a
selection of its
articles. Using a simple key, you can define your
preferred white light colour when installing your luminaire for the
first time.You can choose between four different white light colour
temperatures: 3450, 3100, 2700 and 2500 Kelvin.
This feature is not a substitute for a dimmer.

Ledino
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An arc of style.
This stunning floor lamp boasts a small but brilliant disc
of LED light suspended on top of an ultra long neck that
traces a thin, elegant arc all the way down to a slim base.
The light appears to hang weightlessly, and magically, in the
air.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Dimmable for the right ambiance
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Ledino

42220/30/16
1555
320
High Power LED
6 x 2,5W

42220/31/16
1306

1555
320
High Power LED
6 x 2,5W

1306

Ledino
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The floating table lamp.
This minimalist long-neck table lamp features a light that appears
to float magically in the air. Designed from the purest of forms,
a flat disc of LED light is suspended on top of a slender, flexible
neck that arcs down to a slim base.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• On/off switch on article
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
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Ledino

42221/30/16

42221/31/16

495
200
487
High Power LED
7,5W

495
200
487
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino
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Wonderful waves of light. Surf light waves with this
suspended wave-inspired pendant in premium aluminium
– an elegant centrepiece to any room. Studded with four
tiny high-power LEDs, its organic curves and slim profile are
smooth and sleek with no visible screws.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height
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Ledino

43992/31/16
1480
901
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

43992/48/16
106

1480
901
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

106

Ledino
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Sleek and smooth, this polished organic pebble-shaped
table lamp illuminates a space with rays of warm, white light.
A unique work of art for your home
• Elegant organic shape
• Light colour selection possible at installation: from warm
white to cool white (tunable white feature)
• Diffused light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• On/off switch on article
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Ledino

69079/11/16 new

69079/30/16 new

69079/31/16 new

44992/11/16
111 246 122
High Power LED
7,5W

44992/30/16
111 246 122
High Power LED
7,5W

44992/31/16
111 246 122
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino
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Pure forms of eye-catching beauty and elegant simplicity
crafted from premium blocks of high-grade glass and brushed
aluminium. An invisible disc or plane of light that’s both
gloriously luxurious and minimalist in its essence.
• Light colour selection possible at installation: from warm
white to cool white (tunable white feature) (69050)
• Warm white light effect (69051 & 69052)
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
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Ledino

69050/48/16 new

69051/48/16 new

69052/48/16 new

37340/48/16
2500 300 300
High Power LED
1 x 7,5W

37341/48/16
42 400 400
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

37344/48/16
430 300 300
High Power LED
6 x 2,5W

Ledino
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Pure forms of eye-catching beauty and elegant simplicity
crafted from premium blocks of high-grade glass and
brushed aluminium. An invisible disc or plane of light that’s
both gloriously luxurious and minimalist in its essence.
• Light colour selection possible at installation: from warm
white to cool white (tunable white feature)
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height
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Ledino

69049/48/16 new

69053/48/16 new

37346/48/16
2500 900 200
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

37345/48/16
2500 500 500
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Admire the pure, clean lines and elegant geometric
simplicity of retro 60s design with a thoroughly modern
twist – extreme futuristic proportions made possible only
by the very latest lighting technology.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Diffused light effect
• Adjustable height (69060 & 69061)
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Ledino

69060/31/16 new

69060/87/16 new

69061/31/16 new

69061/87/16 new

69062/31/16 new

69062/87/16 new

37350/31/16
2500 380 211
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W - 6 x 2,5

37350/87/16
2500 380 211
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W - 6 x 2,5

37351/31/16
2460 210 210
High Power LED
1 x 7,5W - 3 x 2,5W

37351/87/16
2460 210 210
High Power LED
1 x 7,5W - 3 x 2,5W

37353/31/16
1900 300 300
High Power LED
1 x 7,5W - 3 x 2,5W

37353/87/16
1900 300 300
High Power LED
1 x 7,5W - 3 x 2,5W

Ledino
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Grab and bend, flex and go. A highly directional, precise
beam of light mounted on a fully flexible arm that stays
exactly where you point it.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Flexible arm
• Dimmable for the right ambiance (69066)
• On/off switch on article (69063 & 69064)
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Ledino

69063/30/16 new

69063/87/16 new

69064/30/16 new

69064/87/16 new

69066/30/16

69066/87/16

66703/30/16
510 131 131
High Power LED
2,5W

66703/87/16
510 131 131
High Power LED
2,5W

66704/30/16
120 120 505
High Power LED
2,5W

66704/87/16
120 120 505
High Power LED
2,5W

1703 180 180
High Power LED
2,5W

1703 180 180
High Power LED
2,5W

Ledino
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Slender and elegant from tip to toe, this light-as-air but
powerful desk lamp has an award-winning iconic form
of breathtaking simplicity that pivots effortlessly in all
directions.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• On/off switch on article
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
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Ledino

Make a shape.The long, flexible arm of this desk lamp
is like a backbone that flexes into any position you
desire, with enough light to illuminate a large desk.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• On/off switch on article

69075/30/16 new

69075/87/16 new

69076/30/16 new

69076/87/16 new

66701/30/16
853 165 165
High Power LED
3x 2,5W

66701/87/16
853 165 165
High Power LED
3x 2,5W

66702/30/16
515 165 597
High Power LED
7,5W

66702/87/16
515 165 597
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino
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A sweeping band of light, sleek and minimalist,
constructed from brushed aluminium with semi-translucent
panels for a creamy, diffuse glow. High tech looks matched
by high tech lightweight materials and no hanging wires – a
clean silhouette that hovers majestically in the air.
• Light colour selection possible at installation: from warm
white to cool white (tunable white feature)
• Diffused light effect
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height
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69054/48/16 new

69055/48/16 new

41621/48/16
1500 940 90
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

41620/48/16
2500 466 466
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Plain sailing.This thin, delicate wall light made from
premium aluminium is curved gently outwards at the edges,
like a sail caught in the breeze. This directs a wash of warm
white light upwards and downwards, creating a pleasing
silhouette on your wall.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Up and down light effect, with sharp edged lines.
• On/off switch on article

90
90

Ledino
Led
no

33604/11/16

33604/31/16

195 127 55
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

195 127 55
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

Ledino
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Sheer beauty from a single sheet of metal.This modernistic
two- or three-light flat panel rectangular ceiling light
provides powerful warm white light from a single sheet of
polished aluminium. Its pure, understated shape blends in
yet adds a touch of contemporary style to any room.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
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31605/11/16

31605/31/16

31606/11/16

31606/31/16

40 330 170
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

40 330 170
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

40 490 170
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

40 490 170
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Rounded and appealing, this friendly dome sits discretely
on the wall and casts a diffuse glow of ambient light from its
smiling mouth.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• On/off switch on article

69085/31/16 new

69085/87/16 new

33600/31/16
131 131 65
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

33600/87/16
131 131 65
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W
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This wall lantern has the traditional feel of a humble
candle holder. But within the delicate shell is a heart of high
tech light. Illuminating the wall discretely.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Sharp edged line light effect
• On/off switch on article

Two wall-washing beams point up and down from this
minimalist aluminum cube, illuminating a wall with
fan-shaped plumes of light.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Up and down light effect
• On/off switch on article

69086/30/16 new

69086/31/16 new

69087/31/16 new

69087/87/16 new

33601/30/16
95 95 90
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

33601/31/16
95 95 90
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

33602/31/16
119 74 70
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

33602/87/16
119 74 70
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

Ledino
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Power with control. Illuminate every corner of your
home with this dimmable family of high power ceiling
and wall lights with a hint of modernist industrial-chic
design.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Up and down light effect (69069)
• On/off switch article (69069)
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69067/31/16 new

69067/87/16 new

69068/31/16 new

69068/87/16 new

69069/31/16 new

69069/87/16 new

31602/31/16
55 212 212
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

31602/87/16
55 212 212
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

31603/31/16
55 127 127
High Power LED
7,5W

31603/87/16
55 127 127
High Power LED
7,5W

33603/31/16
97 133 100
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

33603/87/16
97 133 100
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Ledino
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The LED has landed! Bathe your living spaces in rays of
warm white light with this super-bright dimmable ceiling
disc. The slim space-age design means no big, bulky lamp,
and is also available as a mini for smaller areas or clusters.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
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69056/31/16 new

69057/31/16 new

31600/31/16
63 185 185
High Power LED
7,5W

31601/31/16
61 359 359
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Spots that go round and round. Elegant and delicate, these
slim cutaway discs in premium aluminium contain smaller
circles of LED light suspended inside them. Designed for
ceilings and walls, these striking spotlights make a sleek
statement of style in any home.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
• Flexible arm (57917)
• On/off switch on article (57917)
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57915/48/16

57916/48/16

57917/48/16

57918/48/16

234 202 218
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

230 409 218
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

177 95 367
High Power LED
7,5W

234 218 218
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Ledino
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57915/31/16

57916/31/16

57917/31/16

57918/31/16

234 202 218
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

230 409 218
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

177 95 367
High Power LED
7,5W

234 218 218
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Twist and turn, round and round. Each individual spot is
mounted on a 360˚ turning circle, so you can direct light
precisely where you want it with a simple twist of the wrist.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
• On/off switch on article (69070)
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69070/31/16 new

69070/31/96 (NL-Nordic) new

69072/31/16 new

69073/31/16 new

69074/31/16 new

57910/31/16
134 168 73
High Power LED
7,5W

57910/31/96 (NL-Nordic)
134 168 73
High Power LED
7,5W

57912/31/16
73 315 133
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

57913/31/16
73 497 133
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

57914/31/16
73 284 284
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Power with precision.This highly-directional linear spotlight
family is built around a sheer aluminium bar with an
architectural feel inspired by professional lighting systems.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
• On/off switch on article (69080)
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69080/87/16 new

69080/87/96 (NL-Nordic) new

69082/87/16 new

69083/87/16 new

69084/87/16 new

57900/87/16
136 136 102
High Power LED
7,5W

57900/87/96 (NL-Nordic)
136 136 102
High Power LED
7,5W

57902/87/16
185 503 58
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

57903/87/16
185 700 58
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

57904/87/16
185 903 85
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Ledino
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Big light, small spot.
This recessed spot may be small but the light is big and
bright enough to illuminate any space, ensuring the only
thing attention-grabbing about your lighting system is its
pure, brilliant light.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch (69078)
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)
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69077/31/16 new

69077/48/16 new

69078/31/16 new

69078/48/16 new

57923/31/16
80
50 34
High Power LED
3 x 2,5W

57923/48/16
80
50 34
High Power LED
3 x 2,5W

57925/31/xx
110
85 49
High Power LED
7,5W

57925/48/xx
110
85 49
High Power LED
7,5W

The small spot with a powerful punch.
This powerful recessed spotlight blends in perfectly with
your décor, making it ideal for any style of room. Small
but perfectly formed, the flippable LED light sits inside a
minimalist aluminium frame that fits flush with your ceiling.
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• The perfect beam angle for spot lighting (40°)

57922/31/16

57922/48/16

57924/31/16

57924/48/16

120
108 86
High Power LED
7,5W

120
108 86
High Power LED
7,5W

120
108 80
High Power LED
7,5W

120
108 80
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino
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ecoMOODS
Saving in style
Stylish, energy efficient lighting that’s great for the environment

Ecomoods

111

New designs,
new ways to save in style
When it comes to energy efficient lighting at home, have you ever
wondered how you can reduce the cost of your energy bills, be kind
to the environment and indulge your sense of style? The answer is
Ecomoods. Ecomoods is the first range of affordable lighting products
for the home to combine stylish contemporary design with the latest
energy efficient technology. The result is as good for the planet as it
is for your pocket. Ecomoods energy saving lamps aren’t just about
doing good. They’re beautiful decorative lamps with a wonderfully
warm and welcoming light that creates a cosy and relaxing
atmosphere in your home. What’s more, some of the range can be
dimmed – a first for energy savers.
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Ecomoods
moods

Ecomoods saves you energy and money, but not at the
expense of good quality light. It’s the first range of energy
saving lamps capable of creating a cosy and relaxing
atmosphere in the home. The secret is a smart new way of
getting cozy warm light from fluorescent lighting technology.
This provides a welcoming ambience that’s a far cry from
the functional old fluorescent lamps of yesteryear.

The big advantage of fluorescent lighting is its energy
efficiency. A fluorescent lamp consumes just one fifth of
the energy of a conventional bulb. That means installing
Ecomoods in your home to replace standard bulbs will
reduce your lighting electricity bill by around 80%!

Ecomoods
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Ecomoods energy-saving lamp technology is as advanced as it is
elegant too. It’s easy to install because the lamps are included and you
can set the right light brightness to create the mood you choose with
dimmable controls on selected articles. What’s more, Ecomoods is a
calm, comfortable light that comes alive the moment you first switch
it on, thanks to advanced flicker-free technology.
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Ecomoods

ecoMOODS
Saves up to 80% energy
Beautiful warm white light effect
Dimmable energy saving light
(majority of the range)
Modern designed lamps

Ecomoods

115
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Ecomoods

Delicious design. Ecomoods has a clean, contemporary
look that breaks through the mould of traditionally bulky and
unattractive energy saving products. Slim, sleek and chic, each
piece in the collection has been carefully designed as the
perfect combination of form and function.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable height (40339)
• Dimmable for the right ambience (40339)

40339/48/16

40339/11/16
1600
2GX13
55W

444

444

1600
2GX13
55W

444

444

40340/11/16

40340/48/16

99 444
2GX13
60W

99 444
2GX13
60W

444

444

Ecomoods
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• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable height (40233)

32613/48/16

34613/48/16

72 391
2GX13
40W

310 310
2GX13
22W

118

391

Ecomoods

40233/31/16
73

1400
2GX13
60W

434

40233/48/16
434

1400
2GX13
60W

434

434

Ecomoods
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Perfect light, perfect shape.These adorable spherical table
lights cast a comfortable glow over a large area of a desk
or table, while the compact form means they won’t take up
your precious space. Handmade glass means each stands out
for its design quality as well as its energy saving performance.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect

43211/11/16
174 211
Tornado E14
12W

120

43211/31/16
190

Ecomoods

174 211
Tornado E14
12W

190

Beautifully simple, handmade from glass. Hanging elegantly
from a single strand of wire, this sophisticated clean-cut
pendant light is crafted from handmade glass. Dimmable so
you can set the light to suit your mood, whether for a gettogether with friends or a romantic meal for two.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• High quality material and finish

40399/31/16
1800 280
Tornado E27
20W

280

Ecomoods
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• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Dimmable for the right ambience (42199)
• On/off switch on article (43199)

42199/87/16
1730
G5
21W

122

300

Ecomoods

43199/87/16
300

403
2G7
11W

94

94

Elegance in the air.This beautiful pendant disc hangs
seemingly in mid-air thanks to the clear wires that secure
it from a single point. It’s beautifully versatile too – there’s
a dimmer switch for the right light level and fully adjustable
height, so you can set it up just how you need it in your room.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Dimmable for the right ambience (40342)
• 2 colour filters included (32610)

40342/31/16
1500
2GX13
55W

482

40342/48/16
482

1500
2GX13
55W

482

32610/48/16
482

50 350
2GX13
40W

350

Ecomoods
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A fantastic fusion of form and function. Ecomoods is packed
with new features that make the light fantastic. These include
dimmability and flicker-free fluorescent start up, eliminating
that frustrating flicker when you first switch on. With these on
board, it’s little wonder that Ecomoods is one of the world’s
most advanced lighting technologies.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable height (36802)
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36800/48/16
36800/48/36 (NL-Nordic)

36801/48/16

319
G23
11W

105 560
2 x G23
11W

60

112

36802/48/16
125

1240
2 x G23
11W

560

125

Ecomoods
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Creative ceilings. Ecomoods suspension lamps boast showstopping forms and room-filling light output, and look great
in any room. Examples include beautifully crafted ultraflat disc suspension lamps and majestic tubular periscope
suspension lamps.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect

40235/17/16
1160
2GX13
40W

126

485

Ecomoods

40235/31/16
485

1160
2GX13
40W

485

485

• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect

34615/17/16
34615/17/36 (NL-Nordic)

34615/31/16
34615/31/36 (NL-Nordic)

49
G23
11W

49
G23
11W

300

159

300

159

Ecomoods
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• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable height

40341/31/16
2062
G5
28W

128

1175

Ecomoods

40341/48/16
110

2062
G5
28W

1175

110

Get it right every time. Ecomoods fixtures have dedicated
fittings that eliminate retrofitting and mismatching,
guaranteeing that you’ll always get the right light quality if
you have to change the lamp.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps
included
• Warm white light effect

42151/48/16
1775
4 x G23
9W

375

223

Ecomoods
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• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Up and down light effect

30185/11/16

30185/31/16

60
2G7
11W

60
2G7
11W
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286

98

Ecomoods

286

98

One simple step to saving in style. With Ecomoods, both
ballast (power regulator) and lamp are combined into
one easy-to-install unit that fits any standard light fitting.
This makes Ecomoods easy to fit, and reduces waste and
expense by having to replace the bulb separately from the
ballast. To simplify installation we’ve included all the screws
and plugs you will need to fit Ecomoods.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps
included
• Warm white light effect
• 3 colour filters included

30188/11/16
60 404
2GX13
40W

404

Ecomoods
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• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect

32614/31/16

32615/31/16

77 315
2GX13
22W

77 450
2GX13
40W

132

315

Ecomoods

450

Get it right every time. Ecomoods fixtures have dedicated fittings
that eliminate retrofitting and mismatching, guaranteeing that you’ll
always get the right light quality if you have to change the lamp.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch (32616)

30187/31/16

32616/48/16

64 310
2GX13
22W

102 300
Tornado E27
20W

310

300

Ecomoods
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Delicious design. Ecomoods has a clean, contemporary look that
breaks through the mould of traditionally bulky and unattractive
energy saving products. Slim, sleek and chic, each piece in the
collection has been carefully designed as the perfect combination of
form and function.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect

34618/48/16
395
2 x G5
8W

134

230

42234/17/16
41

Ecomoods

1030
G23
11W

495

495

33205/48/16
210
2G7
9W

226

34610/48/16
83

99 340
2 x G23
11W

275

Ecomoods
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34611/48/16
260
G23
11W

136

220

34612/48/16
63

Ecomoods

258 242
2GX13
22W

34617/48/16
58

104
2 x G5
8W

392

44

• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Up and down light effect (34614 & 34617)
• 2 colour filters included (34611 & 34612 & 34617)

34614/17/16
140 241
2 x G23
9W

34616/17/16
49

110
GX53
7W

110

60

Ecomoods
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Elegance from every angle. A spotlight family of sleek, neat
modernist squares. Small and discreet with a beautiful beam
of energy-saving light, it’s ideal for illuminating a space or to
emphasise a feature or a corner of a room.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable spot light for direct lighting

57950/31/16

57950/48/16

57952/31/16

57952/48/16

57954/31/16

57954/48/16

62 125
GX53
9W

62 125
GX53
9W

62 244
2 x GX53
9W

62 244
2 x GX53
9W

62 244
4 x GX53
9W

62 244
4 x GX53
9W

125

125

125

125

244

244

Ecomoods
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Perfectly round, beautifully stylish.These straightforward
yet stylish puck spots rotate in any direction, allowing you
to direct light wherever you need it. Use a single spot for
highlighting a feature, or a double or four-spot to illuminate a
space. The single spot has an optional switch that is ideal for
mounting on a wall or low ceiling.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable spot light for direct lighting
• On/off switch on article (57940/xx/16)
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57940/17/16
57940/17/96 (NL-Nordic)

57940/31/16
57940/31/96 (NL-Nordic)

57942/17/16

85 85
GX53
9W

85 85
GX53
9W

115 259
2 x GX53
9W

115

115

57942/31/16
84

115 259
2 x GX53
9W

57944/17/16
84

115 606
4 x GX53
9W

57944/31/16
84

115 606
4 x GX53
9W

84

Ecomoods
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Light where you need it most. A cute and compact cone
spot family to complement any interior. Simply point and
switch on: each is fully adjustable for light anywhere you
need it.
• High light quality with Philips energy saving lamps included
• Warm white light effect
• Adjustable spot light for direct lighting

57930/31/16
120 120
Tornado E14
12W

179

57932/31/16

57933/31/16

174 361 124
2 x Tornado E14
12W

172 260 260
3 x Tornado E14
12W

Ecomoods
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Roomstylers
Decorate your home with light

Roomstylers
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Bring your
own style home
If you enjoy design and like to experiment with the latest styles
and themes in your home, try Philips Roomstylers. It’s a range of
decorative pendants, wall, ceiling, floor and table lamps in premium
materials and different colours. Roomstylers features the latest
generation of high-power LED lighting technology, allowing for
innovative designs with a big wow factor that are as daring and
intriguing as they are unique. What’s more, Roomstylers creates a
warm and homely atmosphere, helping to make light an integral part
of the design and functionality of your home.

Inspired by creative forms and contemporary trends, each
Roomstylers lamp is a beautiful object of design. There’s a wide range
of designs to choose from, full of inspiring ideas for decorating and
lighting your home. Chic and unique, Roomstylers is designed for
people with a passion for interior decoration who love to take care of
their home.
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Innovative forms,
premium materials
Roomstylers is designed to fit perfectly with the best of
contemporary interior decoration. With many applications and
finishes, it combines well with features like curtains, furniture, paint
and accessories to complete the look you desire. Careful attention
to details and designs helps you to express your personal style, for
interior decoration just the way you want it. This means an inviting
ambience and surroundings that friends, family and you will enjoy.

Roomstylers
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Light is the star
Warm and individual, Philips Roomstylers is all about creating a homely
atmosphere in the home. Whatever the style of luminaire – modern or classic
– Roomstylers helps to make a room more beautiful and cosy with light. That’s
because of the innovative light source inside – the latest-generation high-power
LED lighting. This has all the benefits of advanced LED light – high efficiency so it
saves up to 80% energy, extremely long life of up to 20 years (equivalent to 20,000
hours) and high power that provides plenty of light to illuminate a room evenly.
High-power LED is also a warm, cosy light that creates a pleasant ambience in your
home.

Fit the lighting
you really want
Only Philips Roomstylers offers such a wide range of exquisitely detailed
luminaires in contemporary forms. Fully functional and at the same time extremely
elegant, each Roomstylers makes use of the latest energy-saving technologies and
has multiple applications and finishes to suit your taste. It’s everything you need to
feel proud of your home!
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Roomstylers
Multiple applications and finishes to suit your
taste
Warm white light effect and strong light output
Green innovation, saving up to 80% energy and
extremely long-lasting (20 years)

Roomstylers
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These intriguing, expressive chandeliers and ceiling lights in
chrome, gold or bronze provide an outstanding centrepiece
to a main living space. Each of the thin, elegant arms houses
a state-of-the-art high-power LED light.
• Expressive design, made of premium material
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height (40542 & 40543)
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40542/11/13

40543/11/13

40544/11/13

1450 779 743
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

1460 1019 599
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

192 633 603
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

Roomstylers
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40542/12/13

40543/12/13

40544/12/13

1450 779 743
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

1460 1019 599
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

192 633 603
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

Roomstylers
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40542/06/13

40543/06/13

40544/06/13

1450 779 743
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

1460 1019 599
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

192 633 603
High Power LED
10 x 2,5W

Roomstylers
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Plug into the matrix.These slim matrix wall, ceiling and
pendant lights in aluminium or chrome are a study in
parallel lines, making them ideal for modern interiors.
Multiple LED light sources set behind satin-frosted glass
eliminate glare for a gentle ambience.
• Elegant forms, made of premium material
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height (37241)
• On/off switch on article (37242)
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37241/11/13

37242/11/13

37245/11/13

37246/11/13

1320 1160 81
High Power LED
8 x 2,5W

111 86 90
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

65 180 180
High Power LED
4 x 2,5W

70 281 281
High Power LED
9 x 2,5W

Roomstylers
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37241/48/13

37242/48/13

37245/48/13

37246/48/13

1320 1160 81
High Power LED
8 x 2,5W

111 86 90
High Power LED
2 x 2,5W

65 180 180
High Power LED
4 x 2,5W

70 281 281
High Power LED
9 x 2,5W

Roomstylers
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aeronautical design, they have an industrial look – and build
quality.
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• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height (56404)
• Rotates freely in any direction

Roomstylers

56400/48/13

56402/48/13

56404/48/13

68 161 160
High Power LED
7,5W

68 330 161
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

2500 910 161
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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56400/31/13

56402/31/13

56404/31/13

68 161 160
High Power LED
7,5W

68 330 161
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

2500
910 161
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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Flying disk in the sky! This stylish family of circular disc
spotlights in chrome, nickel or gold is elegant as well as
functional, thanks to a high-power LED light source. Each
of the slim, concave spotheads is fully directional, for light
where you need it most.
• Elegant forms, made of premium material
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
• On/off switch on article (56390)
• Dimmable for the right ambience (56392)
• Adjustable height (56394)
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56390/17/13

56392/17/13

56393/17/13

56394/17/13

56395/17/13

203 127 112
High Power LED
7,5W

1501 220 220
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

110 577 127
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

1500 976 194
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

159 1160 127
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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56390/11/13

56392/11/13

56393/11/13

56394/11/13

56395/11/13

203 127 112
High Power LED
7,5W

1501 220 220
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

110 577 127
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

1500 976 194
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

159 1160 127
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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56390/12/13

56392/12/13

56393/12/13

56394/12/13

56395/12/13

203 127 112
High Power LED
7,5W

1501 220 220
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

110 577 127
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

1500 976 194
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

159 1160 127
High Power LED
4 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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Hanging domes of light.These slim, futuristic flat-shaped
pendants hanging elegantly from a thin cord are distinctive
and elegant indeed. Each provides strong warm white light
without glare from a large frosted glass dome.
• Organic shapes, made of premium material
• Warm white light effect
• High light quality with strong light output
• Adjustable light intensity with dimmer switch
• Adjustable height
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40545/17/13

40546/17/13

40547/17/13

1500 140 140
High Power LED
7,5W

1500 982 140
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

1500 1182 140
High Power LED
5 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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Roomstylers

40545/06/13

40546/06/13

40547/06/13

1500 140 140
High Power LED
7,5W

1500 982 140
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

1500 1182 140
High Power LED
5 x 7,5W

Roomstylers
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SMARTSPOT
The smart combination of light and design
Philips SmartSpot - spot lighting designed for your interior

Smartspot
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Put the accent
on high quality light
and lamp design
with Philips SmartSpot
If you’re after superb light quality and a smart lighting solution that
complements the look of your home interior with fine design, try
Philips SmartSpot spot lighting.
It provides wonderfully warm light in a range of minimalist recessed
designs that blend seamlessly into any interior.
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Smartspot

Philips SmartSpot uses the very latest lighting technology – energy
efficient halogen, energy saver and advanced next generation warm
white high power LEDs with a colour temperature of 2700K.
Each offers beautifully brilliant light that’s every bit as appealing and
cosy as that of conventional bulbs while saving energy at the same
time.

Smartspot
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Spot lighting
designed for
your interior
Sleek and discreet design
Philips SmartSpot lamps look as good as the light that comes out of
them. They’re constructed from high quality materials like die-cast
aluminium. The modern recessed styles are sleek and discreet, and
fit perfectly into ceilings with no jutting edges or awkward shapes to
distract from the décor of your room.
Fabulous flexibility
Philips SmartSpot is an advanced light source that puts you in full
control of your home lighting. Many pieces rotate freely, allowing
you to direct the light to where you need it most, and most are fully
dimmable. This makes Philips SmartSpot ideal for highlighting a feature
or creating an ambience for any occasion, whether a cosy meal à deux
or chilling out with family and friends in your living-room or offering
functional light in corridors for example.
Energy efficient
The lighting technology in SmartSpot is highly energy efficient thanks
to a choice of advanced high quality light sources – energy efficient
halogen, energy saver and state-of-the-art next generation of warm
white LEDs. As a result, every SmartSpot conserves energy, helping
you to save money on your electricity bills and do your bit for the
environment. For home lighting that’s energy efficient and provides
plenty of gorgeous light in a range of smart, contemporary designs,
look for Philips SmartSpot.
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Smartspot

SMARTSPOT
Advanced technology
Extreme long-life & energy saving technology
Warm white light

EcoPower
Saves energy & money
Long-lasting lamps, up to 8.000 hours
Soft and diffused warm white light

EcoHalo
Pure light
Choose your favorite light tone
Always the perfect beam angle

Smartspot
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The world is flat.
This flat circular recessed spot sits in a perfect line with
your ceiling. A smooth finish and three tiny high power
LEDs means there’s nothing to stick out and spoil your
décor. Push its edge however and it points in any direction
for light where you need it most. A smart spot that pushes
the boundaries of design miniaturization.
• Warm white light & high light output
• Extremely long life
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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Smartspot

Advanced and sophisticated
light with High PowerLED

30°

min
50mm

57962/31/16

57962/48/16

57963/31/16 3 L set

57963/48/16 3 L set

57964/31/16

123
110 105
High Power LED
7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

242
2 x 110
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

40°

57964/48/16
103

242
2 x 110
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Smartspot

103
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Smartspot

Advanced and sophisticated
light with High PowerLED

30°

min
50mm

40°

57965/31/16

57965/48/16

57966/31/16 3 L set

57966/48/16 3 L set

123
110 105
High Power LED
7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

123
110 105
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Smartspot
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Light with a twist.
A small but solid puck spot that extends slightly from its
flush die cast surround. Give it a pull and a twist and it
comes free to be moved for light in any direction. Provides
a beam of powerful warm white light from three high
power LEDs.
• Warm white light & high light output
• Extremely long life
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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Smartspot

Advanced and sophisticated
light with High PowerLED

50°

min
50mm

57968/31/16

57968/48/16

57970/31/16

119
105 63
High Power LED
7,5W

119
105 63
High Power LED
7,5W

119
2 x 105
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

40°

57970/48/16
63

119
2 x 105
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Smartspot

63
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Small but perfectly focused.
A range of petite, precision engineered spots that produce
a surprisingly large amount of bright, sparkling light from
three high power LEDs. With a minimalist circular or
square surround, these fixed spots fit any style of room.
• Warm white light & high light output
• Extremely long life
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
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Smartspot

Advanced and sophisticated
light with High PowerLED

min
50mm

40°

57971/31/16

57971/48/16

57972/31/16 3 L set

57972/48/16 3 L set

70
67 77
High Power LED
7,5W

70
67 77
High Power LED
7,5W

70
67 77
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

70
67 77
High Power LED
3 x 7,5W

Smartspot
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Designed energy saving spot light.
This fine practical spot sits within a clean circular surround.
It uses energy saving lighting for diffused warm white light in
your room. Fully recessed it brings light in your ceiling in a
subtle way. It’s set on a pivot that allows you to direct
light in any direction.
• Long-lasting lamp up to 6.000 hours
• Philips lamp included
• Rotates freely in any direction
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Smartspot

EcoPower
Eco-friendly diffused light
with Ecopower lamps

25°

min
50mm

57977/31/16
103
GU10
10W

90

57977/48/16
100

103
GU10
10W

90

100

120°

57979/31/16

57979/48/16

98
GU10
10W

98
GU10
10W

90

104

90

104

Smartspot
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Like a skylight in your ceiling.
This large fixed panel spot fits flat against your ceiling,
like a window on the outside world. It uses the latest
energy saver lamp technology to provide a flood of
warm white natural light. Simple in design, with an
oval or rectangle surround finished and a cover made
of synthetic material. The extra twist to this spot:
the magnetic cover plate to ensure extra easy lamp
replacement, when needed after some years.
• Long-lasting lamp up to 8.000 hours
• Philips lamp included
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
(57957 & 57958)
• Magnetic cover for easy lamp replacement
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Smartspot

EcoPower
Eco-friendly diffused light
with Ecopower lamps

min
50mm

57955/31/16
163
150 x 180
Tornado E27
12W

57955/48/16
115

163
150 x 180
Tornado E27
12W

57956/31/16
115

163
150 x 180
Tornado E27
12W

57956/48/16
111

163
150 x 180
Tornado E27
12W

57957/48/16
111

176
160 x 160
Tornado E27
20W

57958/48/16
122

176
160 x 160
Tornado E27
20W

122

Smartspot
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Turn on the modern style.
A modern halogen spot that’s recessed deep into a smart
minimalist surround. Fully directional so you can point the
beautiful halogen light exactly where you need it most.
Stylish detailing around the light provides a subtle design
accent.
• Lifetime up to 4.000 hours
• Philips lamp included
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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Smartspot

EcoHalo
Brilliant light with
Ecohalogen

45°

min
50mm

57975/31/16
151
G53
35W

140

57975/48/16
112

151
G53
35W

140

57976/31/16
112

271
260 x 140
G53
2 x 35W

24°

57976/48/16
115

271
260 x 140
G53
2 x 35W

115

Smartspot
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Flip that disc.
This beautiful disc of light brings light in your ceiling in a
superb way. It uses halogen lighting for brilliant, sparkling
light that brings a room to life. Fully recessed so it won’t
disturb the clean lines of your interior, it’s set on a pivot
that allows you to direct light in any direction.
• Lifetime up to 2.000 hours
• Philips lamp included
• Adjust the light level with dimmer switch
• Rotates freely in any direction
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Smartspot

EcoHalo
Brilliant light with
Ecohalogen

40°

min
50mm

50°

57959/31/16

57959/48/16

57960/31/16 3 L set

57960/48/16 3 L set

92
GU10
35W

92
GU10
35W

92
80
GU10
3 x 35W

92
80
GU10
3 x 35W

80

100

80

100

100

100

Smartspot
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Ledino outdoor
Light up your outdoor life

Ledino outdoor

197

Finally there’s a way to express your sense of style with outdoor
lighting. Philips Ledino Outdoor is the first exterior lighting range
that’s the perfect complement to modern interior design.
And best of all it doesn’t cost the earth to install.

Modern style for
outdoors
Impressive, bold and minimalist, Ledino Outdoor’s elegant
contemporary style is the perfect way to grace gardens, pathways
and outdoor spaces with light. What’s more, Ledino Outdoor is low
cost to run and maintain thanks to the energy efficient PowerLED
technology inside. It typically consumes just a fifth of the power of a
standard incandescent garden lamp – and has an ultra-long lifetime of
more than 20 years.
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Ledino outdoor

The secret to Ledino Outdoor’s breathtaking looks is the very
latest PowerLED lighting technology, allowing new levels of design
miniaturization and innovation. Small and slim, Ledino Outdoor
creates the right stylish accents in your outdoor environment. It
introduces exciting new forms and lighting effects that you’ve never
seen before, and there’s a complete range to choose from.

Although compact, Ledino Outdoor illuminates a large space, and
casts an appealing, glare-free light that doesn’t dazzle.
It has a wonderful warm white glow that’s easy on the eye and lights
outdoor features correctly, even tricky colours like the green, green
grass of home.

Ledino outdoor

199

Of course outdoor lighting is about safety as well as show. Ledino
Outdoor’s ultra-low energy consumption means you can leave it on
without worrying about energy costs, while its ultra long life means
you’ll never have to think about replacing a bulb.

Maintenance is a thing of the past too, since each Ledino Outdoor
fixture is tough enough to withstand all weathers.
In addition there’s absolutely no assembly required – just plug and
play by day, and marvel at Ledino Outdoor’s beautiful light by night.
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Ledino outdoor

HIGH
POWER

Ledino outdoor
Contemporary outdoor LED lamps.
Powerful light effect for your garden,
instantly on.
LED innovation, saving up to 80% energy.
IP44, designed for outdoor use, performing at
low temperature.

Ledino outdoor
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Place these slender lantern posts and wall lights along
a pathway or around a space. Each has a curved head
that directs a downward pool of light bright enough to
illuminate every step of a pathway while also offering
controlled scene setting.
The posts blend in discreetly with their surroundings while
making a subtle statement of style.
• Natural white light
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature.
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Ledino outdoor

16800/87/16

16801/87/16

16802/87/16

241
128
178
High Power LED
7,5W

395
127
164
High Power LED
7,5W

790
127
164
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino outdoor
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Ledino outdoor

16800/93/16

16801/93/16

16802/93/16

241
128
178
High Power LED
7,5W

395
127
164
High Power LED
7,5W

790
127
164
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino outdoor
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This stunning showpiece wall lantern of stainless steel has
the flowing shape of a rolling wave. Within, a high-tech fusion
of state-of-the-art lenses and PowerLED lighting casts three
pencil-thin beams up and down, adding definition and beauty
to a building or structure.
• Natural white light
• Up & down light effect
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature

16809/47/16
180
283
48
High Power LED
6x 2,5W
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This distinctive wall lamp casts powerful vertical light
accents up and down to emphasize a building’s architecture.
The integrated diffuser ensures lots of light for a complete
wall-washing effect.
• Natural white light
• Up & down light effect
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature

16808/47/16

16808/93/16

82
398
85
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

82
398
85
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Ledino outdoor
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A compact die-cast aluminium wall downlight with the
form of a breaking wave. An illuminated frosted diffuser
creates a signature glowing band of light, as well as
providing an ample wash of illumination against a wall.
• Natural white light
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature

16806/87/16
99
186
179
High Power LED
7,5W

208

Ledino outdoor

This powerful round spot powerfully illuminates a space,
yet doesn’t dazzle thanks to an integrated diffuser. The
versatile circular design suits most environments, and is so
small and easy to fit that you can install it almost anywhere
you wish.
• Natural white light
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature

16807/31/16

16807/87/16

53
248
159
High Power LED
7,5W

53
248
159
High Power LED
7,5W

Ledino outdoor
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Another first for outdoor lighting, this family of minimalist
wall lanterns casts a bright downward pool of light from
five PowerLED lights, and a subtle upward glow from a
single PowerLED. A unique lighting solution that’s as userfriendly as it is atmospheric.
• Natural white light
• Up & down light effect
• IP44, designed for outdoor use
• Performing at low temperature
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Ledino outdoor

16810/87/16

16810/93/16

148
56
165
High Power LED
6 x 2,5W

148
56
165
High Power LED
6 x 2,5W

These recessed ceiling spots provide a concentrated beam
of powerful light, yet are small and discreet enough to suit
almost any environment. Ideal for illuminating a veranda, a
garden gallery, a porch or any cosy niche.
• Natural white light
• IP 23, designed for terrace ceiling application
• Performing at low temperature

16811/31/16

16811/87/16

110
85 49
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

110
85 49
High Power LED
2 x 7,5W

Ledino outdoor
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ecoMOODS outdoor
Saving in style
Connect to nature and enjoy your outdoor life

Ecomoods outdoor
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Connect to nature
and enjoy your
outdoor life
Ecomoods is the breakthrough energy saving concept that implies
you don’t have to compromise on design or light quality while caring
about the environment. Ecomoods Outdoor gives your garden or
terrace the same stylish contemporary design, natural white light and
energy efficiency with a saving of up to 80% off your energy bill.
Whether for a meal or drinks with friends and family, games with the
kids or relaxing with a good book or a spot of gardening, a garden
or terrace is an extra living space the whole family can enjoy. Now
you can keep on enjoying your outside space long after the sun goes
down with Ecomoods Outdoor.

214

Ecomoods outdoor

Ecomoods outdoor
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Brighten up your outside life with Ecomoods Outdoor
Outdoor lighting allows you to spend more time enjoying your garden
or terrace and is a must have if you like to make the most of your
outside space. But it’s important to have the right lighting, luminaires
that complement your garden by day and create a welcoming
atmosphere at night, as well as providing plenty of light for whatever
you want to do and making your outside space feel safe and secure.
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Ecomoods outdoor

That’s why we’ve created Ecomoods Outdoor, a range of smart,
contemporary energy saving outdoor lights with a natural white light.
Ideal for a garden, terrace, pathway or balcony, Ecomoods Outdoor’s
wall, post and pedestal lights create a cosy, relaxing atmosphere when
the sun goes down, as well as providing the reassurance of being able
to see safely after dark. They’re the ideal way to enjoy al fresco evening
drinks or dinner, or simply watch the stars. Best of all, the long lasting
energy saving technology will keep the money in your pocket where it
belongs, year after year.

Functionality and fabulous light and looks
Ecomoods Outdoor’s wonderfully welcoming light brings out the best in your garden
or terrace, and creates a pleasant ambience that’s ideal for enjoying time with your
family and friends late into the night. It also provides plenty of light for clear visibility,
so that you can use your outside space however you like after hours, and relax
knowing that it’ll be safe and secure throughout the night.
Energy efficient garden lighting solutions are a practical way to light your outside
space and save energy up to 80% but they’re often not pretty. Ecomoods Outdoor
is different. Its contemporary designs are stylish but understated, beautiful by day or
night without overwhelming your garden or terrace. There’s a full range of designs to
choose from, so there’s bound to be one to match your outside space and taste.

Built to last. Safe as houses
Ecomoods Outdoor is also a robust outside lighting solution for all
seasons. Each piece is constructed from high quality components and
hard wearing materials like diecast aluminium and stainless steel. IP44
protection means they’re designed for outdoor use, so you can be sure
Ecomoods Outdoor will brighten up your garden come rain, shine or
snow. And it uses best in class Philips technology that’s very easy to install
and maintain, plus extremely long lasting. There’s even a motion sensor to
welcome you when you return home or let you know when someone’s
on their way. Just a few of the many reasons why with Ecomoods
Outdoor there’s never been a better way to save in style outdoors!

ecoMOODS outdoor
Saves energy and money compared to
incandescent lamps, with long-lasting Philips
lamps.
Welcoming light glow to bring out the best of
your garden.
Resistant high quality material, built to last.
IP44, designed for outdoor use, performing at
low temperature.

Ecomoods Ecomoods outdoor
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An angle on architectural style and quality.
The straight lines and sturdy forms of this family of wall,
post and pedestal lights in high quality diecast aluminium
has the robust, semi architectural look of premium design.
Choose from right angled wall lights with a modern vibe, an
impressive square arch pedestal that looks great next to a
pathway or social area, and a single minimalist column of light.
• Long-lasting lamp life, up to 20.000 hours
• IP 44, designed for outdoor use
• High quality material
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Ecomoods outdoor

16904/87/16
278
2G7
11W

81

16905/87/16
164

82
2G11
24W

462

16906/87/16
165

383
2G11
24W

500

16907/87/16
90

780
2G7
11W

90

70

Ecomoods outdoor
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Slim and discreet from pillar to post.This sleek family of
wall lights and posts casts a generous pool of natural white
light downwards thanks to an angled flat head on top of
the upright pillar. They’re ideal for illuminating gardens,
pathways, decking or paved areas. Made from durable
diecast aluminium, the slim design won’t intrude on your
outside space. There are even variants of the wall lights
equipped with a motion sensor that’s a great addition
for lighting the front entrance of your home, driveway or
boundary gate.
• Long-lasting lamp life, up to 13.000 hours
• IP 44, designed for outdoor use
• High quality material
• Motion sensor included for convenience & reassurance
(on selected articles)
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Ecomoods outdoor

16908/87/16
780
2G7
11W

110

16909/87/16
210

405
2G7
11W

110

16910/87/16
210

405
2G7
11W

110

210

Ecomoods outdoor
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Ecomoods outdoor

16908/93/16
780
2G7
11W

110

16909/93/16
210

405
2G7
11W

110

16910/93/16
210

405
2G7
11W

110

210

Ecomoods outdoor
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Light from above, light from below. A family of compact
square wall lights with a two tone diecast aluminium
surround that matches any outside style. Each casts
two beams of light, one up and one down – great for
illuminating a wall with a wash of light to draw attention to
architectural features or creating a warm and welcoming
atmosphere for staying outdoors late into the night.
• Long-lasting lamp life, up to 20.000 hours
• IP 44, designed for outdoor use
• High quality material
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Ecomoods outdoor

16900/87/16
85
235
G24Q1
13W

16900/93/16
137

85
235
G24Q1
13W

16901/87/16
137

85
2G11
24W

440

16901/93/16
137

85
2G11
24W

440

137

Ecomoods outdoor
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Flat-panel wall lights for light anywhere.These flat panel
wall lights in stainless steel and high grade synthetics are
as hard wearing as they are distinctive. The slender square
panel provides plenty of illumination, so it’s great for lighting
a decking area or patio, and even provides a talking point
thanks to the modern outward curve design. A motion
sensor is added on one of the variants, which is ideal for any
wall where you need instant light, no matter how out of the
way.
• Long-lasting lamp life, up to 12.000 hours
• IP 44, designed for outdoor use
• High quality material
• Motion sensor included for convenience & reassurance
(on selected articles)
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16902/47/16
320
2GX13
22W

320

16903/47/16
85

320
2GX13
22W

320

68
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Ambiance Accessories
Set the scene, bring light to life!
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Set the scene,
bring light to life!

This range of lighting accessories for the home
uses advanced LED light to transform everyday
items into innovative and helpful lighting solutions
that create a gentle, pleasing ambience.

With products for the living room, bedroom,
garden and more to choose from, there are
plenty of ways to bring light to life – and to
provide dramatic and elegant lighting effects
that catch the eye. Together they offer many
convenient uses of light and ways to create an
ambience anywhere you choose.
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LUMIWARE
Bring objects to life,
celebrate with light!
Philips Lumiware is a range of designer household items
that light up from within thanks to the magic of tiny
embedded white and colour LED lights.

Designed for food and drink and decorative items like
flowers, Lumiware products have a radiant glow that
transforms any object, revealing new details and fascinating
effects with an enchanting aura of light. Each is the perfect
conversation piece or simply a great way to set the mood,
from fun with friends to a special evening with a loved one.

IMAGEO
Create any ambience,
excite with light!
Set the mood for atmosphere, relaxation and fun with
IMAGEO, an exciting lighting range that uses innovative
LED light to bring a touch of decorative illumination to the
home.

Captivating colour, white and changing LED light effects
set the scene for enjoying the moment, whether with
friends or that special someone, or a little quiet time alone.
IMAGEO products display any colour, or pulse gently
through the rainbow. Great for creating instant atmosphere,
they bring a space to life with brilliance or make it relaxing
with a golden glow.
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CONVENIENCE
Place light anywhere,
use it with ease!
A collection of Convenience lighting products for the
home and garden, packed with helpful ways to get the most
from light and make life a little bit easier.

Compact size and high-power LED lights allow each lamp
to be designed perfectly for its task, providing brilliant light
wherever and whenever it’s needed. Advanced motion
sensors keep energy use to a minimum and ensure fussfree ease of operation. Solar outdoor lights charge up
during the day on sunlight, then turn on automatically after
dark, saving the pennies and a trip outside.

LUMIGOS
Make friends with light,
stay safe all night!
Both children and adults will love Lumigos. It’s a range of
lighting for children up to 12 years of age that’s as safe and
secure as it is fun and interesting.

Lumigos are easy to use, with features like motion sensors
that switch on the light automatically in the dark when
someone approaches, and are lightweight and compact for
little hands. They’re also full of fun! The familiar shapes and
friendly faces are comforting and engaging and come in a
range of bold, bright colours that children enjoy. The light is
soft and kind, creating a special ambience that’s pleasant as
well as reassuring.
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LUMIWARE
Cooler

Add a cool factor to any drink with this presentation
bottle cooler featuring white and coloured LED lights. It
casts a beautiful aura of gently glowing light, illuminating
bottles with a magical touch.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of more than 300 intense and pastel colours and
automatic colour sequencing
• Adjustable white light brightness on subject
• Soft touch control
• Up to 12 hours of light on a single charge
• Tap washable and scratch resistant

69151/60/PH
250
LED
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LUMIWARE
Vase

Add a flourish of fun to flowers and more with this
decorative presentation vase featuring white and coloured
LED lights. It casts a beautiful aura of gently glowing light,
illuminating any object with a magical touch.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of more than 300 intense and pastel colours and
automatic colour sequencing
• Adjustable white light brightness on subject
• Soft touch control
• Up to 12 hours of light on a single charge
• Tap washable and scratch resistant

69153/60/PH
280
LED

151

151
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LUMIWARE
Platter

Add a serving of style to fruit and more with this
decorative presentation platter featuring coloured LED
lights. It casts a beautiful aura of gently glowing light. Choose
a colour to match your interior or occasion – or simply to
suit your mood.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of more than 300 intense and pastel colours and
automatic colour sequencing
• Soft touch control
• Up to 8 hours of light on a single charge
• Tap washable and scratch resistant

69152/31/PH
31
LED
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LUMIWARE

Add a colourful twist to a drink with friends with this

Coaster

set of four decorative glass coasters featuring coloured
LED lights. Each glows with a wide range of colours, gently
illuminating glasses with a magical touch.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of 11 colours and automatic colour sequencing
• Tilt to turn on and off
• Up to 10 hours of light on a single charge
• Tap washable and scratch resistant

69154/11/PH
9
LED

90

90
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IMAGEO
Glass CandleLights

Decorative and enchanting, the CandleLights are great
atmosphere makers. They give off a warm glow with a
gentle flicker, but without the risk of open flames and hot
wax.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Tilt to turn on and off
• Up to 20 hours of light on a single charge
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use

69108/32/PH
69108/32/PU (UK)
123
LED
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69108/35/PH
69108/35/PU (UK)
123
LED

55

55

69108/60/PH
69108/60/PU (UK)
123
LED

55

55

IMAGEO
TeaLights

TeaLights is a set of six LED TeaLights with a delightful
flickering effect that simulates the flame of a real tea candle.
They are supplied in six stylish frosted glass cups that can
be placed everywhere, but as they are the same size as wax
tea lights, they fit into existing holders.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Tilt to turn on and off
• Up to 20 hours of light on a single charge
• Fit into existing holders
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use

69126/60/PH
70
LED

55

55
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IMAGEO
MiniCandle

Decorative and enchanting, the MiniCandle is a great
atmosphere maker. It gives off a warm glow with a gentle
flicker, but without the risk of open flames and hot wax.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Push button to switch on and off
• Long use time - battery power (2 x AAA)
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use

69160/31/PH
80
LED
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IMAGEO
AquaLight

The AquaLight is a set of three floating lights in a truly
stunning white design. Ideal for water-filled decorative
vases and for recreating a romantic health spa look in the
bathroom, they feature an elegant translucent stalk that
contains the LED lighting. It is a convenient and appealing
way to add lighting effects to water features without the
hassle of built-in spots or the risk of a real flame.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Tilt to turn on and off
• Up to 20 hours of light on a single charge
• Waterproof – for indoor and outdoor use

69118/31/PH
69118/31/PU (UK)
115 x
LED

87 x

87
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IMAGEO
TableLights White
TableLights Color

The TableLights create atmospheric lighting effects with
a romantic glow. They complement every décor — from
classic to contemporary. The colour model offers a choice
of seven enchanting shades (white colour included) plus
a rainbow effect where it sequentially steps through all
colours.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Tilt to turn on and off
• TableLights Colour: choice of seven colours and
automatic colour sequencing
• Up to 10 hours of light on a single charge
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use

69110/60/PH
137
LED
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69116/55/PH
110

137
LED

110

110

LUMIWARE
IMAGEO
LightBall
LightBall

The high-quality glass LightBall is a wonderful decorative
atmosphere creator for both indoor and outdoor use,
operating on LED technology. It has a pleasing spherical
shape that fits in every interior and is waterproof so it can
be left permanently outside.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of seven colours and automatic colour
sequencing
• Push buttons to switch on and off
• High-quality glass – ø 30 cm
• Powered via mains adapter
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use

69128/55/PH
315
LED

300

300
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IMAGEO

The LightStrip White brings a subtle atmospheric glow to

LightStrip White

anywhere in the home. The compact strips contain highoutput white LEDs to create functional background lighting
around bookshelves and cupboards, below the stairs and
under the bed. LightStrips are also perfect for highlighting
interior features such as floor borders.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Switch to turn on and off
• Connect up to three LightStrips White
(and up to eight with separate adapter)
• Powered via mains adapter
• Corner connectors and extension cable
available separately
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69113/87/PH

69132/87/PH

69134/31/PH

69135/31/PH

69136/31/PH

25
LED

25
LED

2-meter cable

Corner connectors 3x

8 pcs AC/DC adaptor

420

20

420

20

IMAGEO

The LightStrip Color adds a colourful new dimension to

LightStrip Color

the home. Set the ambience in the living space, accentuate
architectural features and even create new ones in six
modern colours. There is also a dynamic 6-colour rainbow
sequence effect. The compact strips contain 12 colourful
LEDs to create a unique ambience around borders, shapes
and objects.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Choice of six colours and automatic colour sequencing
• Switch to turn on and off
• Connect up to three LightStrips Color
(and up to five with separate adapter)
• Powered via mains adapter
• Corner connectors and extension cable
available separately

69113/55/PH

69132/55/PH

69134/55/PH

69135/55/PH

69136/55/PH

25
LED

25
LED

2-meter cable

Corner connectors 3x

5 pcs AC/DC adapter

420

20

420

20
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CONVENIENCE
SpotOn
SpotOn Ultra

69141/04/PH

69141/14/PH

69141/30/PH

69141/31/PH

69141/53/PH

69141/96/PH

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED
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17

78

17

78

17

78

17

78

17

The SpotOn and improved SpotOn Ultra provide instant
light anywhere and everywhere. Great for dark hallways,
under beds or in cupboards, they are a convenient light
source that doesn’t need a mains connection or light
point. SpotOn Ultra features a smart motion sensor that
automatically turns on when someone is close – but only
when it’s dark, saving battery power and the need to
fumble for a switch.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Motion sensor automatically turns on and off
• Long use time - battery power (3 x AAA)
• Easy to install anywhere – choice of screws,
magnetic or adhesive mounting
• SpotOn Ultra: night sensor and high-brightness LED

SpotOn

SpotOn Ultra

69101/04/PH

69101/14/PH

69101/30/PH

69101/31/PH

69101/53/PH

69101/96/PH

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

67
LED

78

17

78

17

78

17

78

17

78

17

78

17
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CONVENIENCE

The CareGlow provides an instant soft glow and is ideal

CareGlow

for use at night when you only need light for orientation,
without waking up. Intense normal light takes time to get
used to, hurts your eyes and may even wake up others. A
motion sensor automatically turns it on when it’s needed,
and it switches itself off after a short time.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Motion sensor automatically turns on and off
• Separate and integrated sensor version available
• Powered via mains adapter
• Easy to install – screws or adhesive mounting
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69155/87/PH

69158/87/PH

45
LED

45
LED

26

203

26

203

CONVENIENCE
ReadingLight

The ReadingLight allows you to read any time, anywhere
without disturbing others around you. It will illuminate your
book and provide a superb reading experience even in the
darkest places. Perfect for when you’re on the move or like
to finish your day and relax by reading a book for a while in
bed just before going to sleep.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Even light distribution – three illumination levels
• Up to 9 hours of light on a single charge
• Flexible - use as bookmark
• Protective sleeve and carry case
• Charging via USB

69151/30/PH
176
LED

15

110
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CONVENIENCE
GuideLight

The GuideLight is a portable LED lamp with a soft glow
that’s bright enough to guide people in the dark. It is ideal
for use at night when you only need light for orientation.
Intense normal light takes time to get used to, hurts your
eyes and may even wake up others. A motion sensor
automatically turns it on when it’s needed, and it switches
itself off after a short time.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Motion sensor automatically turns on and off
• Switch to deactivate motion sensor
• Lightweight and portable
• Automatically charges while stored on charger base

69112/31/PH
105
LED

250
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CONVENIENCE
SolarSpot

The SolarSpot comprises two circular wireless spotlights
powered by solar energy. They are ideal for decorative
feature illumination as well as functional lighting on steps
and alongside pathways. SolarSpot is also the perfect
solution for making a garden or terrace more attractive
without having to install cables.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Automatically charges during the day and
switches on when it gets dark
• Freedom of placement – wireless
• Up to 8 hours of light on a full charge
• Weather proof – for outdoor use

69130/87/PH
47
LED

95

95
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LUMIGOS
Colored CandleLights

Similar to the glass CandleLights but in unbreakable
plastic holders, the Coloured CandleLights add a modern
dimension to home ambience. They give off a warm glow
with a gentle flicker, but without the risk of open flames and
hot wax. The pink “Princess” version is especially for girls
and the Blue “Adventure” version is especially for boys.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Unbreakable plastic holders
• Tilt to turn on and off
• Up to 20 hours of light on a single charge
• Weather proof – for indoor and outdoor use
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69125/28/PH

69125/35/PH

123
LED

123
LED

55

55

55

55

LUMIGOS

For little ones who need light at night, Guidelight Bee or

GuideLight Kids

Bug is a children’s guide light in the shape of a fun and
friendly bee or bug. It produces a safe, comforting glow that
turns itself on when there is movement nearby, yet is soft
enough not to dazzle sleepy young eyes.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Motion sensor automatically turns on and off
• Switch to deactivate motion sensor
• Fun Bee and Bug designs
• Lightweight and portable
• Automatically charges while stored on charger base

69112/32/PH
105
LED

105

69112/34/PH
75

105
LED

105

75
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The Baby NightLight is a smart LED light for babies’ rooms

LUMIGOS

that gives a soft glowing light, which automatically turns on

Baby NightLight

at twilight and is reassuring while the child is still awake. And
Baby NightLight makes it easy for parents to check on a
sleeping baby without disturbing the child.
• LED technology – safe and cool to touch
• Automatically turns on at twilight and off in daylight
• Rotatable light beam
• Three cover colours
• Plugs into wall socket

69142/55/PH
70
LED

254
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What are the advantages of high
power
s in general?

About Philips high power

Exceptionally long life,
longer than any conventional light source.
• More than 20,000 hours possible

In Philips consumer lighting solutions, we use
high-power LED types. They enable consumer
lighting solutions to be more efficient, more
reliable and longer-lasting than ever before
possible. Philips supports global agendas
to reduce CO2 emissions and builds more
environmentally friendly products. With no
mercury or lead content and the ability for digital
control, Philips high-power LEDs are ideally
suited to a broad range of our lighting needs.
No longer a light source for the future, these
high-power LEDs are the light source for today's
lighting solutions.

Environmentally friendly technology.
• LED saves up to 80% energy compared to traditional
light sources – lowering total cost of ownership
• No bulb replacement needed – reliable performance
• Mercury-free light source
• No IR radiation or UV in the beam
Instant light start-up, with full light output.
Broad choice of light colour temperature.
• Warm white light (2700 K)
• Neutral white light (3100K)
• Flexible white light (3450 to 2500K)
• Coloured light (RGB)
High design freedom.
• Design flexibility, hidden light
• Directed light for increased system efficiency
• Robust, vibration-proof, solid state lighting
• Lower light pollution due to better optical control
Low voltage and low temperature for complete
confidence and safety.
Performance at low temperature (for outdoor propositions)
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Philips
Functional and decorative
white light
A light emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor device that emits light

NEW
2700k

Warm white light effects
with LED for homes
(indoor lighting)

Philips introduces the latest generation of warm white
light high-power LEDs, reaching a colour temperature
of 2700 Kelvin. This innovation brings our consumer
luminaires to the next level. It allows consumers to
combine elegance and ambience creation with light and
energy efficiency.

Warm White
Bright White
2600K
3200K
4500K

Light color uniformity
To produce white light, the light of blue LEDs is passed
through yellow phosphors. The composition of the
phosphor determines the light colour. By selecting LEDs
very carefully during production, we manage to create
the appropriate white LED light colour in all our LED
modules to ensure colour uniformity across our complete
portfolio.

Daylight
6500K
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module
usage in Philips products
High Power
Single LED fixed on printed circuit board.
The LED module is a uniquely developed solution by Philips combining 3 LEDs in a synthetic
and aluminium housing.This technique enables an optimal light output and a 100% uniform light
colour.The LED modules exist in two variants: spot puck for directional light effect or diffuse to
create diffuse light effect.

Warm white light
Technical specifications

Single

Module
ule

Wattage (incl driver)

2,5 watt

7,5 watt
att

Lumen performance

115 Lumen

350 Lumen
umen

Incandescent equivalence

15 Watt

40 Watt
att

Colour temperature

2700 K

2700 K

Beam angle

120°

40° orr diffused

Colour Rendering Intensity

85

85

Technical specifications

Single

Module

Wattage (incl driver)

2,5 watt

7,5 watt

Lumen performance

115 Lumen

350 Lumen

Incandescent equivalence

15 Watt

40 Watt

Colour temperature

3100K

3100 K

Pure white light

Beam angle

120°

ed
24° or diffused

Colour Rendering Intensity

85

85

High Power

Disc

This LED disc is a unique light innovation offered to consumers. It contains 6 single high-power
LEDs and provides a strong light output without glare. Aside from its technical performance, the
uniqueness of this innovative LED disc lies in its elegant and extremely thin shape, which gives it an
important role in the complete product design.

Warm white light
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Technical specifications

Disc

Wattage (incl driver)

15 Watt

Lumen performance

450 Lumen

Incandescent equivalence

50 Watt

Colour temperature

2700 K

Beam angle

40°

Colour Rendering Intensity

85
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Mechanical tunable
white light feature
2500k

3450k

Philips introduces the new mechanical
tunable white light feature in a selection
of its LED articles. Using a simple key,
consumers can define their preferred white light colour
when installing their luminaire for the
first time. Consumers can choose
A
between four different light colour
temperatures: 3450, 3100, 2700 and
2500 Kelvin. This feature is not a
B
Tunable white
substitute for a dimmer.
The great advantages of this feature are:
• Increase consumer freedom by letting them choose their
preferred light colour during installation.
• Overcome regional differences that occur in terms of light
colour temperature preferences.
Once the light colour temperature is installed, the luminaire
can be dimmed normally according to LED dimming
behaviour (decreased light intensity).

Light level adjustability (dimming)
Most Philips LED luminaires are dimmable,
which means that their light level can be
adjusted with a dimmer switch.
The dimming indication is always mentioned on the product
packaging and in the manual that is delivered in the box.
Most Philips LED luminaires can be dimmed by means of
an external trailing edge wall dimmer (not included in the
product box). These dimmers are compatible with electronic
(capacitive) transformers and LED drivers. Capacitive load
indications are marked with a "C" on the dimmer.
Dimmers with dual compatibility with resistive load and
capacitive load, marked with "RC" on the dimmer, will be
compliant too. Philips products cannot be dimmed with
Leading edge dimmers.

Philips LED luminaire lifetime
LED lighting offers an extremely
long life. Philips high-power LEDs have a
usable lifetime of 50,000 hours or more.
In combination with the electronic driver,
the luminaire will have a lifetime of 20,000 hours (20 years
on the basis of 3 hours/day) providing full light performance.

Heat management
Good thermal management is essential to
conserve the LED light quality and light
output over time. Philips cares about the
design of the products' heat sink and the
right material selection. By taking care of those elements, it
ensures the delivery of great, durable products to consumers.

Drivers
Philips introduces a new driver type
allowing better dimming behaviour of its
products. The light level can be dimmed up
to 5%. These drivers are compatible with
trailing edge dimmers (see light level adjustability paragraph).

Energy efficiency
The LED lighting technology used in Philips
luminaires is highly energy-efficient (7.5 W
module produces 350 Lumen). As a result,
every luminaire conserves energy, helping
consumers to save money on their electricity bills and
contribute to preserving the environment. For home lighting
that's energy-efficient and provides great light in a range of
contemporary designs, look for Philips LED products.

Philips tested a number of wall dimmers that have proved to
be compliant with Philips LED luminaires. An up-to-date list
of compatible dimmers is available on www.philips.com.
Some LED luminaires are dimmable by means of a sliding
dimmer, delivered as part of the luminaire.
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Philips
Decorative light
Which LEDs do we use to create coloured light?
Philips offers a wide range of solutions for ambience creation at home with
coloured light.
We use two different kinds of coloured LEDs for different purposes:

High Power

Colour

High-power coloured LEDs are used in our LivingAmbiance and LivingColors
product ranges. In order to create hundreds of colours of light, we use three
colours of LEDs: red, green and blue. By combining these three basic colours,
we create a variety of colours of light, from intense to pastel – just like it
happens in nature.
High-power coloured LEDs give consumers room for endless
experimentation with lighting by offering them:

Low Power

•

Dimming: light intensity of coloured light can be adjusted in
many of our coloured light products

•

Adjustable colour intensity: consumers can add more white
colour to each colour, in order to make the colour more
pastel, in many of our coloured light products

•

Good colour mixing: pure colours that do not create "shade"
effects

•

Pure white light: our latest coloured LED modules can also
create pure white light

White & Colour

Low-power LEDs are used in a wide variety of lighting applications
requiring a lower level of illumination. They are typically used for
decorative ambient lighting and orientation purposes.
Low-power LEDs used in the range of Ambiance Accessories
provide the advantages of dimming, various colours and pure white
light as well.
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Philips SmartLink
SmartLink is a wireless communication technology based on the
international Zigbee protocol standard. SmartLink has been developed
by Philips for new advanced consumer applications that involve different
products communicating with each other.

The first Philips concept that uses the technology is
LivingAmbiance. SmartLink enables the following features
of the concept:
•

Different luminaires can be connected into one system and to one
remote control. This includes both coloured light and white light
luminaires

•

The luminaires can be controlled all at the same time or one by
one – all with the same remote control

•

With one remote control, consumers can dim luminaires, switch
them on and off, change light colour (for colour-changing luminaires)
and more – for all luminaires together or for each separately

•

Consumers can save three lighting scenes (settings of different
luminaires) per remote control

•

The luminaires can be controlled at a maximum distance of 10 m
away from the first luminaire (this means that other luminaires
connected to the remote control can be further away)

•

No installation of the system is required: all products work out of
the box

Intuitive user interface
Thanks to extensive consumer research, all Philips remote-controlled lighting
products have an intuitive user interface. This user interface is developed and
patented by Philips, and includes the following features:

•

Colour wheel to select colour of light

•

Buttons for adjusting light level and saturation or
starting automatic colour changing mode

•

Light selection buttons that allow consumers to select
a luminaire to control or control all luminaires together
(as used in LivingAmbiance)

•

Scene buttons, which allow consumers to store up to 3
lighting scenes per remote control
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